Odyssey in the evolution of a paleopathologist
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Abstract. A recent report suggesting perceived limitations of and opportunities in the study of paleopathology suggested the importance of incorporation of scientific methodologies. It seems reasonable to also explore how those methodologies are developed and, indeed, how one approaches paleopathology as a science. The development of one such paleopathologist is delineated from his serendipitous observations to application of hypothesis generation and subsequent testing approach developed during basic medical science education. This approach resulted in recognition of how much he thought he knew was actually contrary to the facts. A critical factor was the collaborative approach with specialists in other fields, wherein linguistic confusion was overcome and perspectives refined by point–counterpoint analysis of hypotheses. The limited reliability of tertiary information was clearly exposed through examination of primary sources – original articles rather than what might be referred to as “meta-analyses”.

It became clear that linguistics was not the only challenge; application of techniques had to be observed and validated. Without validation one might obtain precision (method repeatedly reveals same results) but at the expense of accuracy (assurance that the method actually assesses the question). Paleontological studies are generally limited to examination of organisms and their traces. Archeologically based studies incorporate additional sources of information (e.g., historic), but are no less subject to such semantic and methodological issues. Proof of concept studies provided new windows to recognition not only of disease but to previous anatomical challenges (e.g., localization of direct muscle attachment sites and distribution).

1 Introduction

A perspective to some of the challenges facing the field of paleopathology was recently provided (Roberts, 2016), but the issue seems a bit more complex. Desiring to provide additional insights to that discussion, it seems appropriate to analyze the development/evolution not of paleopathology but rather of the individual who studies it, at least of the author of the current analysis. Solving a problem requires its recognition. That requires modification of search images to answer specific questions. This seems a critical component of a scientific approach to the origins of disease. This is also a critical component of educational approaches for health care. My participation in this field was predicated on the belief that paleopathology could transcend observational reporting and be approached in a scientific, hypothesis testing-driven manner. It was accompanied by the desire to augment the attitude (architectural visibility) specifically of arthritis within graduate and postgraduate education of both medicine and anthropology. Given minimum curriculum time, the challenge was to present information in a memorable way, something perhaps unexpected, but which resonates with early life experience.

Directing my approach was the claim that arthritis was common in dinosaurs; an interesting claim that I was unable to substantiate in North American museum collections
(Rothschild, 1990). Their joints appeared normal. All I found were vertebral body (centra) spurs. Vertebral spurs (also called osteophytes) are adjacent to disks, not joints. They also are quite common in humans. They are so common, in fact, that they were once thought to cause back pain. Once it was realized that such spurs are also as common in the absence of back problems, they ceased to have any significance, let alone be reasonably called arthritis in humans. Our current understanding of the implication of vertebral spurs has been revised with the recognition that vertebra in dinosaurs are separated by a synovial-lined joint, not an intervertebral disk (Rothschild et al., 2016). So, the original attribution of vertebral spurs as osteoarthritis was correct. However, there is still no evidence that dinosaurs were adversely affected.

Attending a medical meeting in London, I, of course, visited the British Museum of Natural History (BMNH), now called the National History Museum (NHM). The “of course” perhaps requires explanation. I grew up with the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH), specifically its dinosaur halls and reading AMNH publications about Roy Chapman Andrews of Gobi Desert fame. It left me with the false impression that all dinosaurs were from his Gobi Desert site. I therefore was severely traumatized in childhood when the Gobi was closed to westerners. I perceived my career choice as a paleontologist to have been rendered inaccessible and turned to a career providing medical care. I never actually lost my early appreciation for fossils and was delighted to find the foyer of the BMNH occupied by several dinosaur skeletons. More than just occupied, they were placed on pedestals – which I thought quite appropriate. The resultant viewpoint permitted visualization and recognition of vertebral (specifically cervical) fusion in the horned dinosaur, *Triceratops*. This area was not visible or at least was unapparent in museum exhibits in other museums. The natural question was whether the BMNH skeleton represented a diseased individual or if the fusion was a species characteristic.

My education as to feasibility of recognizing disease in the paleontological and archeological record and the importance of serendipity in overcoming preconceived notions.

The search for an answer to that question eventually led to the University of Kansas Biodiversity Institute & Natural History Museum, where I met Larry Martin. While he did not have the representative *Triceratops* bones of interest, he decided to avail himself of my potential medical knowledge. He showed me a set of coalesced fossil vertebrae that had previously eluded explanation. Observation of filigree (Aero candy-like bubbly) reaction led me to suggest that the problem was an infection (Rothschild and Martin, 1992, 2006). My response was that it appeared to be the result of an infection, but to prove that hypothesis the specimen would have to be sectioned. I turned to depart, when Larry invited me into his laboratory to actually cut the specimen. In addition to revealing the anticipated bony alterations, sectioning revealed a sequestrated abscess and an imbedded shark tooth (Rothschild and Martin, 1992). The latter was from the predator responsible for the infection and was the first actual proof of predation, as opposed to simple scavenging. Learning that destructive analysis (e.g., sectioning) would be considered, I gathered the courage to request sectioning of a normal vertebra for comparison. That vertebra proved to be anything but normal. An internal band of dead bone identified a pathology typically associated with decompression syndrome related to deep diving and rapid ascents (Resnick, 2002; Rothschild and Martin, 1987). This was fossil evidence in a 65-million-year-old marine reptile, and it was not an isolated phenomenon. It had occurred not only in every individual of that same species but was universally present in half a dozen others and was independent of location, from Kansas to South Dakota to Alabama to Belgium (Martin and Rothschild, 1989; Rothschild and Martin, 1987, 2005).

The next problem was explaining the occurrence of avascular necrosis in a marine lizard. Although there are a score of potential causes in humans, most were not reasonable considerations in a mosasaur (Rothschild, 1982; Resnick, 2002) (e.g., we felt that sickle cell anemia was unlikely). Although the mosasaur swam in a primordial soup, the alcohol level was not high enough to cause avascular necrosis (as it does in some alcoholics today). We identified only three reasonable considerations: radiation, bismuth poisoning and decompression syndrome (the bends). The latter was initially included only for completeness. Physical measurements revealed no evidence of radiation and x-ray diffraction revealed no evidence of excess bismuth.

We were left with the conclusion drawn by one of Arthur Conan Doyle’s characters. When you have eliminated the impossible, the remaining conclusion (however improbable) must be the answer (Stein, 2009, p. 229). However, we had difficulty reconciling decompression syndrome with absence of an external air source. Larry and I pondered this for a year. We then discovered the literature on Japanese Pearl Divers (Rahn and Yokoyama, 1965). One group of divers (who did not use an external air supply – e.g., scuba) did get the bends. Repetitive diving with short inter-dive intervals was responsible. Applying this new knowledge to our mosasaurs allowed us to determine that two genera were repetitive divers. We subsequently confirmed that genera susceptibility was uniform, independent of location. *Mosasaurs* from Belgium and Alabama were always affected. *Clidastes*, whether from Kansas or Alabama, were never affected (Rothschild and Martin, 1987).

My interest was/is in pre-mortem skeletal alterations and how prevalence changed over time and what characteristics changed over time in the diseases themselves. I therefore concentrated on my original question – *Triceratops* cervical fusion: disease or phylogeny? I soon realized the necessity of distinguishing apparent fusion (e.g., incomplete specimen preparation) and, actually, intervertebral fusion, which often required x-ray examination (Resnick, 2002; Rothschild and Martin, 2006). One important subject of that phylogenetic survey included one of the dinosaurs that originally drew me
to paleontology, Roy Chapman Andrews’ Protoceratops. I knew of the mounted specimen at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History and communicated an inquiry as to the possibility of x-raying the specimen. I did not hear back from the Carnegie Museum, but instead started receiving calls from representatives of the national media. They asked to interview me, as the Carnegie Museum had taken their Protoceratops to a veterinary radiology laboratory and were having it x-rayed for me. It must have been a slow news day, as the story received 7 min of national television coverage and led to my long-time appointment as a Carnegie Museum Research Associate.

2 Overcoming semantic variation and speculation versus evidence-based diagnosis

The initial interaction with Larry Martin also led to a long collaboration. Its productivity was due in no small part to our many arguments, which were very much debates – in which the judges were actually ourselves. We each had to convince the other of our perspectives or have them disabused. It became obvious that we shared a common language, often total disparate in meaning (Rothschild and Martin, 2006; Rothschild et al., 2013). Much of our discussions related to clarification of the specific (medical versus paleontological/anthropological) meaning of particular terms. We also had preconceived concepts of the training involved in our respective fields. He initially assumed that a data-based set of criteria had been established for recognition of disease in defleshed bones, but recognized that deficiencies of such a population-based database had not been previously defined, a problem that curtained efforts for scientific paleopathology.

Opinions were offered as to how a given disease might affect the skeleton, but most of those speculations had never been tested/validated (Brothwell and Sandison, 1967; Ortner and Putschar, 1981; Rothschild, 1996; Steinbock, 1976) – and that has been my lifelong effort (more on this later). I have referred to my approach as “evidence-based”, adopting the term from its medical application which describes ideas or approaches that have actually been tested. Clinical trials of a therapeutic (e.g., medicinal) intervention are one such example.

My perspective of the curriculum involved in paleontological education also proved inaccurate. My initial submission of manuscripts to paleontological journals were almost universally criticized for containing too much “medicalese”. I was perplexed, as I did not recognize any of the utilized terms as medical in derivation. My conundrum was resolved when I was perplexed, as I did not recognize any of the utilized terms as medical in derivation. My conundrum was resolved when I was perplexed, as I did not recognize any of the utilized terms as medical in derivation.

3 Recognition of the interdisciplinary challenges of interpreting the historical record

One approach to the understanding of population health and the disorders which affect it is to examine the historical record. Perhaps the most reliable information derives from unfiltered, written intra-professional communications (letters). Subsequent summaries (perhaps referable as meta-analysis) must be viewed circumspectly (Rothschild et al., 2013). Synchronic writings likely share a common vocabulary and possibly the implications of the terminology involved. However, if the meta-analysis is performed by an individual in a different field than the original observer, that shared vocabulary could still have very different meanings. It should be recalled that often interpretations, rather than observations, are recorded; those observations being interpreted according to the medical and sociological concepts of the time when they are recorded. Whether written word, painting or sculpture, those art forms provide a window to ancient perspectives of health and disease, if not actually necessarily reflecting the character of a given disease at the time (Mitchell, 2011).

Access to historical information is complicated by variable accessibility of original documents, knowledge of word meanings at the time, conventions and imagery of those times and of course ability to accurately translate those documents (West et al., 2016). The artistic convention of flexed metacarpal phalangeal joints, for example, gives the false impression of disease-related ulnar deviation, suggesting presence of inflammatory arthritis, when it is simply the artistically adapted pose. Texts, medical or otherwise, reflect the perspective of the civilization in which they are compared (Mitchell, 2011).

As descriptions are often copied from text to text by individuals who have never even seen the disease/phenomenon, it is essential to examine primary sources. Such is exemplified by 16th and 17th century English writings blaming “lead air” for plague – related to fleeing rats. That commentary mirrors the description of Avicenna 500 years earlier. It was not actually a contemporary observation but essentially “plagiarism” of earlier work (Mitchell, 2011). Errors occurring in texts are imported from older documents. Handwriting problems with unintelligible or damaged portions of text and poetic license in translation and idiom are problematic. “La maladie de l’ost” was mistranslated as camp fever (an infectious process) when actual intent was scurvy. And of course, one wonders as to what was meant in the Rochester poorhouse.
death record identifying an individual who died from “embarrassment”.

A corollary is that description in a text does not necessarily document presence of the disease/phenomenon in the population wherein the author functions (Alvarez-Millian, 2000; Savage-Smith, 2000). The challenge of illustration lies in what the artist wished to emphasize and their personal preferences or agenda (Cunningham, 2000, p. 13; McVaugh, 2006). Even modern reports suffer from bias in choice of articles included or excluded related to pet theories and inconsistent evidence (Bouwman and Brown, 2005; Grauer, 2012; Harper et al., 2014; Heathcote et al., 1998; Powell and Collins, 2005; Roberts et al., 2012; Rothschild and Rothschild, 1998a).

4 A turning point and establishment of critical databases (Table 1)

My sojourn in Kansas City came to an end with the advent of a dramatic change in Medicare. I had been director of education for two university programs that involved four residencies. When Medicare introduced a reimbursement system based on a protocol derived by a Yale University researcher for research, not patient care activities, a large teaching hospital was reduced below the critical mass required for postgraduate medical education and it was time to move on.

Rheumatologists have always been in short supply and I was recruited to organize a teaching program in Youngstown, Ohio. A physical anthropologist learned of my effort and inquired as to possible participation. That led to an extraordinary collaboration in patient care and research. My interest in characterizing disease effects on bone as population phenomenon had long been stymied because of my lack of familiarity with resources. That was remedied by Robert Woods, who knew whose closets contained the requisite skeletons. Once we characterized bony alterations in the major disorders commonly present as population phenomena (Rothschild and Martin, 2006; Rothschild and Rothschild, 1995, 1998b; Rothschild and Woods, 1991a; Rothschild et al., 1990, 1992a, b, 2002), we confirmed the findings by comparison with bony alterations of contemporary afflicted individuals – using x-rays as the common denominator (Resnick, 2002; Rothschild and Martin, 2006). We then had the requisite profiles necessary for the recognition of these diseases in the archeological record.

Given the skeletal impact of a given disease in populations represents a spectrum (Resnick, 2002; Rothschild and Martin, 2006), I predicted that extrapolating perspectives from archeological sites would prove only limited reliability if based on the findings in a single afflicted individual. Thus an epidemiologic approach seemed appropriate.

5 Paleo-epidemiology: from the one to the many (Table 1)

Illustration of pathological alterations of bone have traditionally been predicated upon classic examples, those that reflect severe or at least dramatic cases (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin, 1998). Those are far from typical and present a perspective/search image, utilization of which would overlook many individuals afflicted with the disease. The classic example is a very valuable tool for teaching disease concepts in a memorable fashion. However, it must be recalled that classic examples are typically the result of a search that may have taken more than 20 years. It is also atypical of its general population appearance.

With apologies to Spock, paleo-epidemiology transcends the classic example, from the one to the many. An additional challenge of classic examples is that they are not necessarily pathognomonic. They do not necessarily have an appearance that is unique to (can be caused by) only one disease or process. Actually, there is often great overlap.

Pathology-related bone alterations form a spectrum not only from mild to severe but also in extent and skeletal distribution (Resnick, 2002; Rothschild and Martin, 2006). This is well documented by individuals afflicted with spondyloarthropathy, a form of inflammatory arthritis which is usually pauciarticular (affecting less than five joints) in distribution (Resnick, 2002; Rothschild and Woods, 1991a). Usually is not always, and 5% of afflicted individuals actually have involvement of almost every peripheral joint in the body. A five-percenter could, for purposes of discussion, be considered an outlier. Such an individual would be difficult to distinguish from one afflicted with rheumatoid arthritis. However, examination of afflicted populations would identify the outlier nature of the individual sufficiently to avoid misdiagnosis. Those spectra of bony alterations are so reproducible that the manifestations of any 20 individuals from afflicted populations are indistinguishable epidemiologically (Rothschild and Rothschild, 1993).

The power of paleo-epidemiology has proven extraordinary, allowing tracing of various varieties of osseous pathology back to the Permian, 300 million years before present and to identify disease origins (Rothschild and Martin, 2006). Clearly comparable across contemporary populations, paleo-epidemiology has in the past suffered from its own mythology – the speculation that comparison is not feasible and that diseases change too much to compare ancient and modern pathologic observations (Wolff, 2008). If that were true, paleopathology would be relegated to a series of case reports, a curiosity cabinet and perhaps simply an old-fashioned carnival sideshow, lacking relevance and only generating what might be called “prurient” interest. Fortunately, that speculation proved false (Rothschild and Martin, 2006; Rothschild et al., 2013).

Not only are manifestations in samples afflicted with a given disease unchanged over millennia, the search for inter-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientific approach</th>
<th>Disease/phenomenon studied</th>
<th>Insights/outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish disease characteristics as a population phenomenon</td>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>New World origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age at least 6500 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spondyloarthropathy</td>
<td>Identified in Permian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recognized in dinosaurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trans-mammalian and unchanged in character through time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geometric increase in prevalence over time in horse and rhinoceros clades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recognized in contemporary reptiles, especially varanids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New approach to treatment of contemporary animals, including humans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation with tuberculosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crystal-related arthritis</td>
<td>Gout in tyrannosaurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease (CPPD) in varanids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuberculosis</td>
<td>Extended history into the Pleistocene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Endemic in Pleistocene bison, musk ox, big horn sheep and mastodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both DNA and lipid analysis</td>
<td>Mycobacterium bovis is derived from</td>
<td>M. tuberculosis (converse of prior thinking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treponemal disease</td>
<td>Proof that syphilis, yaws and bejel are</td>
<td>caused by different organisms and unchanged through time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New World origin of syphilis</td>
<td>Clarification of the role of Columbus in spread of syphilis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avascular necrosis/decompression</td>
<td>Diving habits of marine reptiles and time course of development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasia/tumors</td>
<td>Dinosaur and therapsid affliction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarthritis</td>
<td>Product of atypical environments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress fractures</td>
<td>Common in ceratopsians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental anomalies</td>
<td>Osteochondrosis in hadrosaurs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hemivertebra and spina bifida in the Permian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermography (heat dissipation)</td>
<td>Periosteal reaction and taphonomy</td>
<td>Clearly distinguishes and confirms accuracy of macroscopic assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface microscopy using epi-illumination technique</td>
<td>Bone surface defects</td>
<td>Criteria for distinguishing vascular and neurologic apertures and structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muscle attachments</td>
<td>Clearly identifies tendinous attachments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For the first time identifies fleshy muscle attachments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mediates (between different diseases) has so far proven unsuccessful. Classic of such negative evidence is analysis of treponemal disease. Three osseous varieties were identified, with no intermediate pattern, even those when replacement of one by another was documented. Bejel in Mexico was replaced by yaws with the Aztec invasion and by the syphilis that the Spanish subsequently introduced. No populations with intermediate manifestations have been discovered and the prevalence, age and skeletal distribution of those three treponematoses are so different that any intermediate form would be prominent, if such had occurred. The differences are so substantial that even preconceived notions of what was expected in a 2000-year-before-present Nubian sample did not interfere with recognition that they had an unanticipated character (Rothschild and Rothschild, 1996a). Examination of prevalence, age and skeletal distribution clearly documented the presence of bejel, which at that time was its earliest recognized occurrence.
5.1 Rheumatoid arthritis

The first survey was for rheumatoid arthritis. Was it a new disease? We documented that rheumatoid arthritis was present in North America as long as 6500 years before present (Rothschild, 1994a; Rothschild et al., 1990) while there was no scientific evidence for its existence in the Old World as recently as 500 years before present (Kwiecinski and Rothschild, 2016; Rothschild, 1994a, 2013; Rothschild et al., 2004). It was quite limited geographically – to a 90 km wide swath surrounding the Green and western portion of the Tennessee rivers – for over 5000 years, and spread to Ohio 1000 years ago. It was only 300 years ago that it could be identified outside that catchment area (Rothschild, 2001; Rothschild and Woods, 1990; Rothschild et al., 1992b).

5.2 Trans-phylogenetic reproducibility of disease

The Hamann–Todd collection had a sentinel impact on my subsequent work. The privilege of working in this superbly curated collection also highlighted the importance of search images. Interested in forms of arthritis which produce holes (erosions) that I bone, I noticed an odd-looking articulated forearm. I was informed that the Todd collection also included nonhuman primates and that the forearm belonged to one of them: a gorilla. It seemed reasonable to then examine gorilla skeletons, and they indeed had an erosive arthritis (Rothschild and Woods, 1989). That arthritis was characteristic of a form identical to that seen in humans who did not have rheumatoid arthritis, but who had another form of arthritis, spondyloarthropathy. As I documented the gorilla arthritis as a population phenomenon, I realized that I had not seen the skeleton of the propositus, the forearm of which had stimulated the study. I then learned that it was not actually a gorilla but was from a chimpanzee. So, then we studied chimpanzees and the phylogenetic distribution of examined species expanded from there (Nunn et al., 2007; Rothschild and Rothschild, 1994, 1996b; 2000; Rothschild and Rühli, 2005a, b; Rothschild and Woods, 1989, 1991b, 1992a, b, 1993, 1996; Rothschild et al., 1993, 1994, 1998a, b, 2001a, b, 2012). The erosive arthritis spondyloarthropathy is present in elephants, lions, tigers and bears (Rothschild et al., 1993, 1997, 1998a, b) – oh my! Every day brings new observations and new challenges. Publication on gorilla arthritis led to interaction with zoo veterinarians and the opportunity to examine and contribute to the care of captive gorillas (Neiffer et al., 2000).

6 Discussion

6.1 Impediments to identifying and distinguishing among the varieties of disease

I had been interested in studying skeletal impact and geographic distributions of the various treponematosis (one of which is responsible for syphilis), but literature on distinguishing among them was all speculative with no actual documentation of the character of all three, nor identification of what are the pertinent distinguishing features/characters (Brothwell and Sandison, 1967; Ortner and Putschar, 1981; Steinbock, 1976). I hypothesized that this question could only be answered by establishing the character of disease in individuals in whom the diagnosis had been clearly established by independent means. I knew where syphilis and bejel-afflicted populations were curated, but did not have access to populations with documented yaws. I was subsequently invited to lecture on arthritis in Guam, where historical records verified the presence of yaws where Cook visited (Howells, 1973; Stewart and Spoehr, 1952). Examination of several sites allowed characterization of skeletal involvement. It seemed that such an approach should evaluate population effects, but not be limited to manifestations previously suggested as diagnostic (Brothwell and Sandison, 1967; Ortner, 1981 Ortner and Putschar, 1981; Steinbock, 1976).

The approach I took was to consider each afflicted group as a separate species and characterize any and all findings that differed from each other and subsequently from what were considered to be normal, otherwise healthy individuals (Rothschild and Martin, 1992, 2006). The importance of the latter was emphasized by tibial flattening in archeological sites on Guam. That flattening differed from what was noted in populations with other treponematial diseases. However, my coauthor, who lived on Guam, failed to relate that tibial flattening was characteristic of the host population (Rothschild and Rothschild, 1998b). Once that oversight was recognized, that manifestation was of course deleted as a diagnostic criteria for disease. Such is the strength of the scientific method and emphasizes that even collaboration with individuals intimately familiar with a collection does not guarantee accuracy outside of each author’s expertise (Rothschild and Martin, 2006). This was accomplished by identification of all abnormalities (as contrasted with other areas of the world), then refining them by eliminating characteristics specific to the Guam phenotype (Rothschild and Rothschild, 1998a).

6.2 Serendipitous experience and concept of disease

My perspectives were augmented by the opportunity to examine the skeletons of Sumatran tigers that had died allegedly from exposure to an insecticide that their vitamin A-intoxicated liver could not detoxify. Those skeletons provided a clear picture of vitamin A intoxication, identifying...
it as an entheséal rather than periosteal phenomenon (Rothschild et al., 1995). Review of Homo erectus National Museum of Kenya (KMN) 1808 periosteal reaction was thus recognized as not related to hypervitaminosis A from allegedly eating carnivore liver (Walker et al., 1982), but rather represented an individual afflicted with one of the forms of treponematosis: yaws (Rothschild and Rothschild, 1995).

6.3 The power of paleo-epidemiology (Table 1)

The power of paleo-epidemiology allowed recognition of rheumatoid arthritis’ North American origin and rebuttal of isolated reports alleging its Old World origin prior to 1492 (Kwiecinski and Rothschild, 2016; Rothschild, 1994a, b, 2013; Rothschild et al., 2004). Paleo-epidemiologic examination of the samples from which those claims derived allows confidential alternative diagnoses of spondyloarthritis and even osteoarthritis, but it allows clear refutation of the rheumatoid arthritis diagnosis in pre-Columbian Europe.

The field of paleopathology is one of evolution of a learning curve, generating new concepts that are being tested in fossil and archeological sites. The challenge is to formulate an approach and to establish a testable hypothesis, which can be pursued, preferably without sacrificing the specimen. Thus, this nonrenewable resource (the specimens) will continue to be available for future examination and application of diagnostic techniques that are not even now a twinkle in the (mind’s) eye of their developer.

6.4 Proof of concept (Table 1)

My career has been built on the foundation of cross-pollination, that is utilization/application of training and knowledge obtained from other fields and approaches to new fields and new questions. This included the following:

1. application of residua of medical training to accurate diagnosis of skeletal pathology, recent, historical and ancient;
2. macroscopic examination of defleshed bones to explain radiologically recognized alterations;
3. macroscopic examination of skeletal samples/populations with evidence-based diagnoses to identify criteria for recognition of pathology in contemporary patients and in the skeletal record, as a fourth window to disease, supplementing the previously standard clinical, laboratory/histological and radiologic perspectives;
4. evidence-based macroscopic examination of skeletal samples/populations to identify the origin and spread of pathology;
5. evidence-based macroscopic examination of skeletal samples/populations to identify the phylogenetic specificity of abnormal findings;
6. application of techniques new to the field;
   a. thermographically distinguishing periosteal reaction from the pristine state and from taphonomic modification of bone;
   b. surface microscopic recognition of anatomical and pathological features in bone;
   c. surface microscopic explanation of hitherto unexplained bone alterations, as a fifth window to disease;
   d. surface microscopic identification of fleshy, as well as tendinous muscle attachments.

7 So, what is expertise?

One of the pioneers of modern medicine, Sir William Osler, noted that “To study medicine without reading textbooks is like going to sea without charts, but to study medicine without dealing with patients is not going to sea at all”. Semantics presents challenges that invade the world of communication, sometimes in nefarious ways. Understanding definitions is critical and can be misleading. “Experience” is one such example. The following scenario emphasizes the importance of establishing details and perhaps recognizing exaggeration.

One medical report of a series described only two cases: one of experience, a single case; and “limited experience” was the term applied to having read about a problem/diagnosis, but not having actually seen a case (Spodick, 1975). Nothing substitutes for experience, but experience in the absence of reading simply leads to repetition, a.k.a. habits. Habits perhaps create precision, but the combination of experience and evidence provide the otherwise elusive accuracy. Thus, the erroneous report of treponemal disease in the Bahamian blue hole (Mack and Armelagos, 1992) could have been avoided by assuring that the individual(s) examining the skeletons possessed the skills to distinguish taphonomy and in vivo processes (Rothschild, 2000). The medical approach of observing student activity seems an excellent model for research in general.

Perspectives require independent validation. Perspective without validation is speculation. Advancement in understanding of our environment and history proceeds when such hypotheses are subjected to scientific evaluation. Promulgating untested speculations, in the absence of such testing or at the expense of contrary evidence, is mythology.

8 Data availability

All data sets referenced in this article are accessible from the sited references.
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